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dishank arora, who has been a part of popular shows like punar vivah, ek boond ishq and yeh dil chahe more, is now working with his friend, tiger shroff. he is also a part of
rannvijay singhs squadrann. gaurav khanna, who has had his fair share of ups and downs in his career, is now at the top of his game. he has been a part of such popular shows as
bairi piya, kasam se karte hai, khatron ke khiladi, kaisi yeh yaariaan, ek mamata ka pure hindu woman, neer mahal tanhai, jodaa hamari, rehnaa hai terre dil mera, and more. love
ne mila di jodi was a show where all the couples were the most loved protagonists of their times. the show was set in the backdrop of the times of mahabharata. in the show, there
were three brothers out to avenge their fathers death, and meet their arch nemesis daughters. as they plotted, the love started growing between the couples. the show ended at

the end of december 2010. in the show, as the main trio of rajveer rana, abhishek sharma and karan tacker figured out to avenge their fathers death, all the characters got to know
of their families past, which they were not aware of. at the end of the show, rana and sharma were in love with their antagonists. rajveer rana made his bollywood debut with the
film love ne mila di jodi. he starred in shows like nadiya and chandni. earlier, he had been featured in many popular shows like milenge milenge, mahara, pataakha pataakha, dil
joge ke rang and many more. he has also done a few movies like aakhri adalat and badhaai ho. abhishek sharma made his bollywood debut with love ne mila di jodi. he was the

lead pair in the last two seasons of the show, but also appeared in movies like the punjabi movie bhai ve. he also has been featured in shows like 8x10 and chandni. sharma is more
recently seen in the malayalam movie lakshmi menonam and vikram ke vachanam.
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karan tacker made his bollywood debut with love ne mila di jodi. he was the lead in the show for four
years. while he made his debut in the show as an antagonist, he later became a protagonist. he was

earlier seen in shows like vikram betaal ki jwala and mtv darwaaza. tacker also appeared in the
movie lilac i love you alongside his co-star chandana sharma. the show was an extremely popular

show in the times of indian television. the first season of the show was also a big hit, and managed
to manage to hold on in the ratings for the entire duration of its run. the show ended in the

aftermath of the mumbai attacks in 2008. dishank arora and karan tacker ended their show in the
aftermath of the mumbai attacks of 2008. they returned to continue their show later in 2013, with

dishank returning as rajveer, but there was a change of leading lady. the duo now starred alongside
simran kaur, his co-actor from the first season. they starred in shows like ek thi daayan and koi mere
dil mein. rannvijay singh composed the first song, hum kisike? and played a vital role in ensuring all
the actors chemistry. the series debuted on 26 october 2009 with 9.3 crore tvr going its way to the
top of the trp charts. the show was a huge hit! dishank arora made his debut with love ne mila di
jodi. he went on to star in shows like punar vivah, kaisi yeh yaariaan, ek boond ishq and jiji maa

among more. arora is also part of rannvijay singhs squadrann, and is associated with many
adventure activities. the show kicked-off with the song dilli-e-man ki ambat and was led by the title
track, “mujhse game na arre”.”it was a role reversal for him,” khanna says, “i think his debut song

was a big hit. it was one song that set the tone for the entire show.” 5ec8ef588b
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